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Grouping by year, month, day in a windows form I have a Windows Form that displays an entry from a database table. The
problem is, the table doesn't have a date field, it has an entry_date field, which stores the date of when the entry is added to the

database. I can't change the database structure, so what I am trying to do is to group by year, month and day, and display the
entries according to that. What I mean is, if the entry_date is 2010-01-01, the field will display January of 2010. The query for

this is as follows: SELECT a.field1, b.field2, COUNT(*) FROM myTable a, myTable b WHERE a.myId = b.myId GROUP BY
YEAR(a.entry_date), MONTH(a.entry_date), DAY(a.entry_date) 82157476af
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